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A B S T R A C T

Several existing or proposed climate policies have considered bankable permits in a cap-and-trade (C&T)
program that covers beyond a single sector, e.g., electric power, or allows the program to link to external C&T
programs in other regions. This paper develops a model of permit banking under imperfect competition and
imperfect inter-temporal arbitrage, in which the firms in one dominant sector can exert market power in
both product and permit markets, while those in other sectors or linked programs are perfectly competitive.
A simple analytical model is developed to generate contestable hypothesis. We further extend the model to
account for the physical power system, institutional rules and market conditions, and then apply it to the
Pennsylvania-Jersey-Maryland (PJM) market. We show that if the dominant firm has market power, then the
permit price rises at a higher rate than the discount rate, contrary to perfectly competitive permit market,
where the permit price rises at the discount rate following the classic Hotelling’s rule. Furthermore, under a
declining emissions cap system with the permits front-loaded in early time periods, the dominant firm has
an incentive to suppress the permit prices (monopsony) when buying the permits in early periods, and then
inflate the permit prices (monopoly) when selling them in later periods. Numerical results of the PJM case
are consistent with the analytical conclusion.

© 2018 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction

Several existing or proposed climate policies have considered
bankable permits in a cap-and-trade (C&T) program that covers
beyond a single sector, e.g., electricity, or allows the program to link
to external C&T programs in other regions. For example, California’s
AB32 calls for a reduction of GHG emissions to 1990 levels by 2020
for the whole economy beyond electric sector, and the government
also came to an agreement with the Quebec’s counterpart to link C&T
of the two regions (CARB, 2015). Moreover, the Regional Greenhouse
Gas Initiative (RGGI) also includes a project-based “offset” provi-
sion that allows greenhouse gas emission reduction outside of the
capped electric power generation sector to qualify for the emission
credits. With a perceived permit “supply” or “demand” curve from
other regions/economy facing different product markets, firms might
recognize that they can enhance their market position by cumulat-
ing permits through inter-temporal permit banking. This might lead
to a deviation of the trajectory of permit prices from the path for the
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perfectly competitive permit market, distorting market signals for
investments in renewables and pollution abatement.

In this paper, we apply a partial equilibrium modeling approach
to study inter-temporal permit banking under imperfect competi-
tion in a setting with other sectors or linked-permit trading markets.
As alluded to earlier, this can be the case when a C&T program
covers more than one dominant sector, e.g., electric sector, or when
a program is linked to C&T programs in other regions (or a offset
provision exists). In particular, the firms in one dominant sector can
exert market power to manipulate both product and permit prices
in their favor, while the firms in the other sectors (or programs) are
price-takers in their product and permit markets.1 Moreover, firms
in the other sectors are assumed to have limited ability to undertake
inter-temporal arbitrage in the permit markets.

Of course, to what extent firms in other sectors can effectively
engage in inter-temporal arbitrage is an empirical question.
However, imperfect arbitrage could possibly emerge for a number

1 Empirical analysis of the 2000–01 power crisis in California suggests that large
generators put a cost-squeeze on other firms by intentionally consuming more
allowances than necessary, raising allowance costs for other companies that were
short of allowances (Kolstad and Wolak, 2008).
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of reasons. Limited financial and human resources possessed by
small companies might prevent them from accessing knowledge-
able brokers (Dasgupta and Heal, 1979). Firms in other sectors
might also be less experienced in trading permits than the dominant
sector, e.g., electric power sector. Information acquisition could still
be much more costly for those companies, particularly for which
bilateral trading remains to be the way how transactions for permits
are executed in most cases. Although some financial companies may
also attempt to arbitrage the market, regulator could limit the finan-
cial industry to access the permit market in fear of price speculation.
Those speculators thus may face restrictions and transaction costs
due to market regulations. For example, a European-wide legisla-
tion called Markets in Financial Instruments Directive II (MiFIDF
II) adopts asymmetric regulations between compliers of EU Emis-
sions Trading System (EU ETS) and other entities such as financial
companies.2 MiFIDF II requires banks, traders and brokers to pur-
chase a MiFID licence and to hold large capital reserves to trade emis-
sions allowances.3 By contrast, this rule does not apply to allowances
trading activities conducted by firms for compliance purposes with
the EU ETS. Another example is the RGGI in the U.S., in which the
states retain flexibility to limit eligibility of entities that can receive
allowances.4 Those asymmetric treatments could lead to imperfect
arbitrage in the permits markets.

The paper proceeds in two steps. First, an analytical model, which
examines the decisions of a single dominant firm in a two-period
setting, is developed to generate contestable hypothesis. Second,
the analytical model is extended to account for the physical power
system, detailed institutional rules, market conditions, and other
factors that are known to be crucial to study the power sector. In
particular, a Cournot-based formulation is implemented when mod-
eling producers’ strategic behavior in the power sector. The model is
then calibrated with 2012 data to study the implication of RGGI cap-
and-trade policies in the PJM (Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland)
regional market. We focus on the PJM regional electric market for the
following three reasons. First, the power industry in PJM has been
active in the RGGI with CO2 permit trading since 2009. Second, the
PJM State of Market Report indicates that economic incentives to
exercise market power remain possible in transmission-constrained
regions.5 As most states within the PJM have been deregulated, large
firms within the region might be more responsive to rent seeking
opportunity. Third, under newly introduced federal Clean Power Plan
policy, more states might be interested in joining the regional RGGI
C&T market to lower states compliance cost.

The paper has the following major findings from the analytical and
numerical results. First, if the dominant firm has market power in the
permit market, then the permit price rises at a higher rate than the
discount rate. This is in contrast with the case of perfectly competi-
tive permit market, where the permit price rises at the discount rate
following the classic Hotelling’s rule (Hotelling, 1931). Second, under
a declining emissions cap system with the permits front-loaded in
early time periods, the strategic firms in the dominant sector have an
incentive to suppress the permit prices as “monopsony/oligopsony”

2 https://www.esma.europa.eu/policy-rules/mifid-ii-and-mifir.
3 MiFIDF II also puts restrictions on high frequency algorithmic trading techniques.
4 http://www.rggi.org/docs/RGGI_Executive_Summary.pdf.
5 The recent development of JP Morgan (Wall Street Journal, 2012), again, high-

lights the fact that market manipulation or exercising market power could still be a
concern as firms, traders, financial institutions, and other market participants exploit
the loopholes of complicated rules that guide the operations of the power markets.
In particular, the firm takes advantage of CAISO’s rule that a generator will be paid to
ramp-down its output by under-biding in one day (so that the generator is dispatched)
with an over-biding at $999 the next day so that the generator will be requested by
CAISO to back down its output. We might actually expect the power market to be more
vulnerable to those manipulations when bulk of renewables, as a result of Renewable
Portfolio Standards (RPS), require more supply and demand side resources to balance
the markets.

when buying the permits in early periods, and then raise the permit
prices as “monopoly/oligopoly” when selling them in later periods.
Numerical results of the PJM case are consistent with the analyti-
cal conclusion. Moreover, when facing regulation uncertainty where
selling permits to the other sectors is less likely an option, firms
would be reluctant to bank permits in earlier periods, leading to
lower permit prices in earlier periods. As a result, firms’ incentive
to exercise monopsony market power in last period is diminished,
resulting in lower permit prices in the later period as well.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
gives literature review, followed by presenting a basic model of
emission permit banking under imperfect competition and imperfect
arbitrage in Section 3. An extended model with more structure which
reflects the reality of electric power system is developed in Section 4.
We then apply our model to study the PJM market with a cap-
and-trade program in Section 5, and numerical results are presented
in Section 6. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Existing literature

In the context of the cap-and-trade system, inter-temporal
emission permit banking has been an active research area for
decades (Cronshaw and Kruse, 1996; Rubin, 1996; Kling and Rubin,
1997; Schennach, 2000; Leiby and Rubin, 2001). These works
typically investigate the efficiencies of permit banking based on the
assumption of a perfectly competitive market structure. For instance,
Cronshaw and Kruse (1996), using a discrete time model, show
that firms allocate aggregate emissions between time periods and
a competitive equilibrium achieves total emission targets at least
total cost. Rubin (1996) extends the model of Cronshaw and Kruse
(1996) to a continuous time model and derives explicit solution for
the time path of permit prices when firms can bank and borrow
permits. These papers demonstrate that in a perfectly competitive
market for transferable and bankable emission permits, the equilib-
rium price of permits rises at the rate of interest, achieving aggregate
emission targets over a planning period. Kling and Rubin (1997),
accounting for social damages, conclude that the unrestricted bank-
ing and borrowing of flow pollutants may result in excessive emis-
sions and hence damages in early periods, which is not necessarily
socially optimal. This is because firms may under-abate by borrow-
ing permits from future in early periods, thereby leading to excessive
social damages. A later work by Leyby and Rubin (2001) further
extends the model to account for both stock and flow damages, that
is, damages from cumulative level and rate of emissions. They show
that regulators can attain the socially optimal level of emissions and
output through time by setting the correct total allocation of permits,
and specifying the correct inter-temporal trading ratio for banking
and borrowing.6

On the other hand, there is relatively less work on permit banking
within the framework of imperfectly competitive markets. One of the
papers is by Hagem and Westskog (1998), which shows that market
power in permit banking and borrowing based on grandfathering of
permits results in a non-optimal distribution of abatement across
firms. They propose an alternative quota system design, character-
ized as a durable good, to reduce the adverse effects of market power.
Hagem and Westskog (2008) further investigate the case that allows
banking but not borrowing of permits. Liski and Montero (2005)
examine the effects of market power in permit banking by com-
paring different grandfathered permit allocations (flow and stock).
Liski and Montero (2006) extend their model to consider forward

6 More recent works analyze permit banking by incorporating various price-
containment policies such as safety valve or price collar (e.g., Newell et al., 2005; Fell
and Morgenstern, 2010; Liu and Chen, 2017).
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